
LOYALTY THAT 
MOVES RESULTS



There are dozens of cases and 

large clients from the most 

diverse segments

CASES
AND CUSTOMERS



The multi-platform relationship offers 

loyalty solutions for commerce with 

intelligence, fast data, even in 

neuroscience, applied to support retail 

and the recommendation of brand 

services.

Loyalty Sky



Loyalty Sky

 FIRST AND ONLY SEGMENT PROGRAM
The relationship program Cielo emerged with the proposal to 
conquer great results by rewarding commercial establishments 
throughout Brazil that choose the brand.

 Multiple Platforms
Program of exclusive advantages to the owners of small and large 
establishments when using Cielo payment machines.
The platform offers exchange of points conquered by products and 
services of partners, in addition to the possibility of contracting services 
of the brand through an optimized flow through UX studies.

 Innovations at any moment
Raffles, promotional showcases, discount and exemption in the 
rental of the machine, offers of products and services, 
advantages, in addition to communication based on access 
data and user behavior.

525
8

Thousand active 
participants

Years of success at 
the program



Your incentive campaign will gain 

speed.



The only product in the market in which the 

participant changes his loyalty program points for 

fuel credit and services in Shell positions.

Most rescued product in loyalty programs - high 

attraction among participants

Ease of rescue on the job (no cost of fuel card issuance 

/ shipping)

Combos from R $ 5.00 rescue even with low score

Product that exceeds a recurring expense

Fast delivery for the participant and rescue guarantee 

for the CPF of the participant



Business Model
1. PRIZE CATALOG
Participant exchanges his points for Shell Easy Rescue and uses it in the 

accredited network of Shell positions.

The participant has points in the Prize Catalog and selects the Shell Easy 

Rescue option.

The participant enters the Shell website 

(resgatefacil.com.br) and makes his registration.

At an accredited Shell position, the participant 

informs his CPF and uses his credits.



Business Model
2. OFFLINE AWARD

Punctual award by means of a list of participants (with or without CPF) or 

value in real of the award.

It can be physical (delivered by hand) or virtual (sent by e-mail).



National coverage;

More than 1,100 assisted municipalities;

990 convenience stores;

There are more than 3,500 participating positions for fuel 

supply, services (for example, oil change) and shopping at 

convenience stores.

Capillarity



Opportunities:

CREDIT IN LOT
Fuel reimbursement (RH)

Sales prospecting (RH)

Refueling of Rental Vehicles

Awards Monitors / Equipos / Clients

With the CPF number and the desired frequency, a

value in reais will be credited to the participant's

Shell Resgate Easy account.

PROMOTIONAL
VOUCHER

Gift Valley Companies

Instant awards (for example, events and 

fairs)

Trade Loyalty - coupon printing

Activation of cards / accounts

A unique code that is inserted into the Shell 

Resgate Fácil site, will be credited with the 

previously defined value. Starting at R $ 15.00

DESCRIPTION APPLICATIONS



Opportunities:

CATALOGUE
AWARDS

Coalition programs, banks, airlines and companies 

with marketplace platforms.

Integration via web service to provide Shell 

Resgate Easy as a rescue option in the catalog of 

prizes of a given party. We also have the option via 

FTP file.

DESCRIPTION APPLICATIONS



Lucky numbers



Awards



Gifts

Carrinho LEGO FERRARI

Mochila

Caneca personalizada



Rescued,

Won



The largest base in the relationship 

program in Brazil, 16 million people, 

has a robust infrastructure, strategic 

management and an exclusive alliance 

platform.

VIVO VALORIZA



 Internal processing system - financial, accounting discrepancies, delinquency

 Difficulty of development of evolutions and new business

 Low perception of value by the participants

 Reduction of Churn (loss of client)

 Participation only of postpaid cellular customers

 Rescue points only in Vivo products

 100% program funded by Vivo

 Complete integration with internal systems

Scenarios and challengesVIVO VALORIZA



At the beginning of 2017, the program was relaunched with new rules, benefits and a better 

experience for customers

How much + products, + 

points + benefits

Convergence

Simplified point

conversion rule

Simplification

Diversified portfolio 

of benefits with 

attractive options for 

live services and 

external partners

+ Benefits

NEW POINTS PLATFORM

+ Flexibility + Agility + Simplicity

+ +

Opening of the 

Program for the sale 

of points, Signature 

Club

New recipes

+

Scenarios and challengesVIVO VALORIZA







Network of benefits that offers points 

and discounts in a unique experience 

within a large platform. Fast data 

intelligence to offer what the client 

wants according to their profile.

SANTANDER ESFERA



Objective
Encourage the use of the Santander 
Mastercard debit card in the day-to-day 
of the consumer.

What we have done
An action was created in which the 
client was encouraged to use the debit 
card and thereby earn coupons for 
prizes. The promotion generated more 
coupons in markets, gas stations and 
food.

Results
Slight increase in recurrence in the use 
of flow, particularly in the purchase of 
food.



Objective
Achieve the recurrence use of 
Santander cards.

What we have done
An action was created in which the 
client who signed Netflix using the 
Santander cards competed
3 trips to Los Angeles.

Results
20% growth in the base
of Santander cards.



Objective
Increase the issuance volume of 
the card with the support of bank 
employees that attract qualified 
leads.

What we have done
An action in which it was possible 
to indicate friends to acquire 
Santander cards using electronic 
media and social media.

Results
25% of employees indicated at 
least 1 lead. We do not have 
conversion volume.



Objective
Increase the spending of Santander 
cards.

What we have done
Promotion in which each R $ 
100.00 in purchases, the 
participant competed the prize.

Results
Considerable increase in 
consumption among the 
participants that were registered in 
the first month of the action, and 
concentration of the expenses in 
the credit for 3 months to reach 
the goal and attend the draw.


